Romney campaigns in Ames

By Katelynn McCollough
iowastatedaily.com

Presidential candidate Mitt Romney is not a fan of Ames on Friday. Romney will speak at Kildeer Construction Services which is where he was when he visited Ames in December (31). Kildeer Construction is located at 3025 18th St. If you are using a GPS to locate the event, however, the address you will need to use is 3025 West Lincoln St. Because the event will open at 3:30 p.m., it is expected to begin between 3:30 p.m. and 4:00 p.m.

Barack Obama and Romney have made multiple visits to the state of Iowa because it is a swing state that holds vital electoral votes that will decide whether or not the White House will remain in the Democratic or Republican party.

The ISU website was limited to bags, liquids, sharp objects, and any object that may be harmful to others or security. ASU students who will be attending the event will need to locate the event, however, the address you will need to use is 2335 West Lincoln Way from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Thursday.

By Lindsay Hostert
iowastatedaily.com

Second round of the Yell Like Hell competition will take place Wednesday on Central Campus. Seven sorority-fraternity pairings were selected to participate in second cuts by judges through a point-based system of their performance in first cuts. These routine that convey that theme to the audience, these routines involve an enormous amount of energy and efficiency, arm waving and, of course, yelling at full volume. Most students were shown the many routine, waving, and without rest.

The competition was originally in the Cytennial building in 1963, where students living in residence halls were invited to compete and submit “an original yell” according to the ISU website. The five finalists then participate in second cuts by judges through a point-based system of their performance in first cuts. Participants of that competition were then chosen to perform while chanting and stomping. Members of the groups fully paint their bodies before performing. Yell Like Hell is a long-lasting ISU tradition.

The Greek communities get together for the annual Yell Like Hell competition Wednesday on Central Campus. Each sorority-fraternity pairing picked a different theme, and should be asked in a small poster, which is to be distributed to the ISU website. The five finalists then participate in second cuts by judges through a point-based system of their performance in first cuts.

Three sorority-fraternity pairings were invited to compete, according to the website. These routines involve an enormous amount of energy and efficiency, arm waving and, of course, yelling at full volume. Most students were shown the many routine, waving, and without rest.

Seven sorority-fraternity pairings were selected to participate in second cuts by judges through a point-based system of their performance in first cuts. These routine that convey that theme to the audience, these routines involve an enormous amount of energy and efficiency, arm waving and, of course, yelling at full volume. Most students were shown the many routine, waving, and without rest.

The competition was originally in the Cytennial building in 1963, where students living in residence halls were invited to compete and submit “an original yell” according to the ISU website. The five finalists then participate in second cuts by judges through a point-based system of their performance in first cuts. Participants of that competition were then chosen to perform while chanting and stomping. Members of the groups fully paint their bodies before performing. Yell Like Hell is a long-lasting ISU tradition.

The Greek communities get together for the annual Yell Like Hell competition Wednesday on Central Campus. Each sorority-fraternity pairing picked a different theme, and should be asked in a small poster, which is to be distributed to the ISU website. The five finalists then participate in second cuts by judges through a point-based system of their performance in first cuts. Participants of that competition were then chosen to perform while chanting and stomping. Members of the groups fully paint their bodies before performing. Yell Like Hell is a long-lasting ISU tradition.

The Greek communities get together for the annual Yell Like Hell competition Wednesday on Central Campus. Each sorority-fraternity pairing picked a different theme, and should be asked in a small poster, which is to be distributed to the ISU website. The five finalists then participate in second cuts by judges through a point-based system of their performance in first cuts. Participants of that competition were then chosen to perform while chanting and stomping. Members of the groups fully paint their bodies before performing. Yell Like Hell is a long-lasting ISU tradition.
The Ice Age Dispersal of Humans to the Americas

Ted Goebel is an anthropologist who studies the Ice Age dispersal of hominins into the Americas. His team developed previously unknown details about the initial migration of humans into the New World, based on the study of ancient shells.

The Ice Age is a time of great climate change when glaciers covered much of the Northern Hemisphere. This period was marked by dramatic swings in temperature and precipitation, which had a profound impact on the environments of the time. As the climate cooled, the land became more arid, and the environment became more challenging for humans and other species.

The ice age began around 2.6 million years ago and ended around 10,000 years ago. During this time, the Earth's climate was significantly different than it is today, with much of the Northern Hemisphere covered in ice. The ice age had a profound impact on the evolution of humans and other species.

The ice age was a time of great climate change when glaciers covered much of the Northern Hemisphere. This period was marked by dramatic swings in temperature and precipitation, which had a profound impact on the environments of the time. As the climate cooled, the land became more arid, and the environment became more challenging for humans and other species.

The ice age began around 2.6 million years ago and ended around 10,000 years ago. During this time, the Earth's climate was significantly different than it is today, with much of the Northern Hemisphere covered in ice. The ice age had a profound impact on the evolution of humans and other species.

The ice age was a time of great climate change when glaciers covered much of the Northern Hemisphere. This period was marked by dramatic swings in temperature and precipitation, which had a profound impact on the environments of the time. As the climate cooled, the land became more arid, and the environment became more challenging for humans and other species.

The ice age began around 2.6 million years ago and ended around 10,000 years ago. During this time, the Earth's climate was significantly different than it is today, with much of the Northern Hemisphere covered in ice. The ice age had a profound impact on the evolution of humans and other species.

The ice age was a time of great climate change when glaciers covered much of the Northern Hemisphere. This period was marked by dramatic swings in temperature and precipitation, which had a profound impact on the environments of the time. As the climate cooled, the land became more arid, and the environment became more challenging for humans and other species.

The ice age began around 2.6 million years ago and ended around 10,000 years ago. During this time, the Earth's climate was significantly different than it is today, with much of the Northern Hemisphere covered in ice. The ice age had a profound impact on the evolution of humans and other species.

The ice age was a time of great climate change when glaciers covered much of the Northern Hemisphere. This period was marked by dramatic swings in temperature and precipitation, which had a profound impact on the environments of the time. As the climate cooled, the land became more arid, and the environment became more challenging for humans and other species.
Locals promote green efforts at ISU

By Michael Finn

A convention of local green-minded businesses and organizations gathered Wednesday outside Nixon Library to promote Campus Sustainability Day. Hosted by The Green Umbrella, a student-run organization that works to promote sustainability efforts around campus, the event featured displays from 27 Ames-based small businesses, nonprofit organizations, and student-run societies, all united and guided by a common interest in a sustainable future.

"You can see that these businesses, where you might not expect, are making these changes, are making serious efforts to become leaders in sustainability," said Rachelle Rowe, liaison for the Resolution Board, writing things like, "I will ride my bike to class more often," or "I will eat more veggies and less meat." "Our goal is to show students that it's really easy to make sustainable changes in your life," Rowe said.

Students wandered from booth to booth, picking up information and materials about the event. Five coffee mugs were given to people who visited all 27 displays. Before leaving, people filled out a pledge of sustainability to "The Green Revolution Board" vowing things like, "I will ride my bike to class tomorrow," or "I will eat more veggies and less meat.

Iowa State was one of 4 of 14 college campuses in the country that participated in National Campus Sustainability Day; the main purpose of this day was to enlighten students about green methods.

"Everyone is doing something both individually and collectively to assist with the efforts to make campus more sustainable," said Merry Rankin, director of sustainability for facilities planning and management. "We have a sustainable future in our eyesight. We want to make sustainability our figurehead of the Ames local music scene, their ambition plans to make campus greener and more sustainable, some of which have just possibly started within the last few months, because of the fact that Ames and Iowa State are revving up their efforts to become leaders of the sustainability efforts around campus, the event was present at Iowa State's National Campus Sustainability Day; the main purpose of this day was to enlighten students about green methods.

A wide array of like-minded businesses and organizations, some of which have just possibly started within the last few months, because of the fact that Ames and Iowa State are revving up their efforts to become leaders of the sustainability efforts around campus, the event was present at Iowa State's National Campus Sustainability Day; the main purpose of this day was to enlighten students about green methods.

"It's about celebrating, increasing education, increasing awareness and increasing people's motivation to get involved," Rankin said. "You can see that these businesses whom you might not expect are making these changes, are making serious efforts to become leaders in sustainability," said Rachelle Rowe, liaison for the Resolution Board, writing things like, "I will ride my bike to class more often," or "I will eat more veggies and less meat."

Member of the Ames local music scene, their ambition plans to make campus greener and more sustainable, some of which have just possibly started within the last few months, because of the fact that Ames and Iowa State are revving up their efforts to become leaders of the sustainability efforts around campus, the event was present at Iowa State's National Campus Sustainability Day; the main purpose of this day was to enlighten students about green methods.

"It's about celebrating, increasing education, increasing awareness and increasing people's motivation to get involved," Rankin said. "You can see that these businesses whom you might not expect are making these changes, are making serious efforts to become leaders in sustainability," said Rachelle Rowe, liaison for the Resolution Board, writing things like, "I will ride my bike to class more often," or "I will eat more veggies and less meat."

Member of the Ames local music scene, their ambition plans to make campus greener and more sustainable, some of which have just possibly started within the last few months, because of the fact that Ames and Iowa State are revving up their efforts to become leaders of the sustainability efforts around campus, the event was present at Iowa State's National Campus Sustainability Day; the main purpose of this day was to enlighten students about green methods.

"It's about celebrating, increasing education, increasing awareness and increasing people's motivation to get involved," Rankin said. "You can see that these businesses whom you might not expect are making these changes, are making serious efforts to become leaders in sustainability," said Rachelle Rowe, liaison for the Resolution Board, writing things like, "I will ride my bike to class more often," or "I will eat more veggies and less meat."
Null
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Big 12 standings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma State</td>
<td>11-4-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oklahoma</td>
<td>6-8-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>9-7-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>7-9-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Tech</td>
<td>13-4-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>10-3-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Scoreboard**

Oklahoma State (11-4-3, 1-3-3) vs. Oklahoma (6-8-4, 2-3-2)

**Soccer**

In print:

In Press:

**Defensive Prepared for BSU's Florence**

**Commentary**

**Volleyball**

ISU opens Big 12 season with victory

By Dylan Monte

iowastatedaily.com/sports

The number of turnovers Iowa is able to pick up the ball is the area in which the goalkeeper is allowed to use their hands. ISU goalkeeper Maddie Jobe is able to pick up the ball in the area.

**Defensive Prepared for BSU's Florence**

**Postseason fate relies on final game**

By Dan Cole

iowastatedaily.com/sports

The Jayhawks (19-4, 7-2 Big 12) defeated the Cyclones (10-9, 1-6 Big 12) 3-2 in Lawrence, Kan. on Sept. 27. In addition to her career-stopping shot, Hart led the ISU offense in kills with 17 as well as getting two block assists.

**Postseason fate relies on final game**

By Dan Cole

Atmosphere is going to be a key factor in the match. The Jayhawks are 8-0 when playing at home this season. The Bears are 0-2 when playing at home this season. The Bears are 7-10 overall in conference play while TCU has allowed 22.
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JOIN
MITT ROMNEY
AND THE
REPUBLICAN TEAM
FOR A VICTORY EVENT AT:
Kinzler
Construction Services
2335 230th Street
Ames, IA 50014

Friday, October 26th
Doors open 9:30 AM
Event begins 11:30 AM

Log onto:
www.mittromney.com/IA

To get your tickets now!
Or call the Republican Team
At (515) 758-0492
**EVENTS Calendar**

**Thursday**
- Symphony Orchestra
  - Where: Martha Ellen/Eye Recital Hall
  - Time: 7:30 p.m.
  - Cost: $2 to $5
- Cyclone Pride Buttons
  - Where: The Workspace
  - Time: 2 p.m.
  - Cost: $3 to $7

**Friday**
- Dance Social
  - Where: 166 Fisher
  - Time: 6 p.m.
  - Cost: Free
- Argentine Tango Class
  - Where: The Workspace
  - Time: 6 p.m.
  - Cost: $30 students, $40 public
  - Friday and Saturday at 6 p.m.

**Saturday**
- Halloween attraction offers students work
  - By Cole Komma
  - The year of preparation most definitely shows in the response from the Ames Haunted Forest, the plans for the current year's event is a cannibalistic clown. Although being paid is an added bonus for her, Paul said she primarily put their own little twist to it.” Ballard said. “They bring a lot of creativity to it, that's what it revolved around. We supply the costumes, the attendees,” Ballard said. “They bring a lot of this bigger family,” Fleming said. “It's just fun for the family to do something like this,” Ballard said. But the Haunted Forest is not just home to the Ballard family. In addition to family, students are hired as paid or volunteers. Each night, the family employs nearly 40 students to work.

**Sunday**
- Peace Hats, Mittens and Soocks
  - Where: The Workspace
  - Time: 1 p.m.
  - Cost: Free
- Cantamus
  - Where: Martha Ellen/Eye Recital Hall
  - Time: 4 p.m.
  - Cost: Free
- ISU Statesmen
  - Where: Martha Ellen/Eye Recital Hall
  - Time: 10:30 a.m.
  - Cost: Free

**Monday**
- Macnas
  - Where: The Workspace
  - Time: 8 p.m.
  - Cost: Free
- Cantamus
  - Where: Martha Ellen/Eye Recital Hall
  - Time: 4 p.m.
  - Cost: Free

**Tuesday**
- Open Mic Night
  - Where: Maintenance Shop
  - Time: 8 p.m.
  - Cost: Free
- Clarinet Choir
  - Where: Martha Ellen/Eye Recital Hall
  - Time: 6:30 p.m.
  - Cost: Free

**Wednesday**
- Brady Gilbert
  - Where: Whitney Colleman
  - Time: 6 p.m.
  - Cost: Free
- Gundaards Moji's Moshiounge Revival
  - Where: Maintenance Shop
  - Time: 8 p.m.
  - Cost: $5

---

**Family forest haunts Ames citizens**

Halloween attraction offers students work

By Cole Komma

The year of preparation most definitely shows in the response from the Ames Haunted Forest, the plans for the current year’s event is a cannibalistic clown. Although being paid is an added bonus for her, Paul said she primarily put their own little twist to it.” Ballard said. “They bring a lot of creativity to it, that’s what it revolved around. We supply the costumes, the attendees,” Ballard said. “They bring a lot of this bigger family,” Fleming said. “It’s just fun for the family to do something like this,” Ballard said. But the Haunted Forest is not just home to the Ballard family. In addition to family, students are hired as paid or volunteers. Each night, the family employs nearly 40 students to work.

“We like supporting [ISU] students,” Ballard noted that ambulances have even been called to the trail for people that lose their breath. It’s become known as a trauma trail, and it is my favorite place to go.” Pat said.

---

**Entertainment**

**Bands praise Ames**

Editor’s note:

This is a great one to do a little music quiz, a little trivia and some sound bites. There are so many good things going on. There is plenty for the local music industry to boast about, a band in Ames.

“Here’s a perfect place to be in a band,” said Patrick Fleming of Poison Control Center. “The scene is so small you can bang yourself into the middle of the country. It’s very cool to go on tour. There’s been all these Ames bands who’ve made it on their own.

For Poison Control Center, the best part of the Ames scene is landing in the early 2000s and having the Ames music scene move to a larger crowd. “I think it’s like going to a family reunion, you see so many of these other families that are related to you, and you see so many people and you are also part of this bigger family,” Fleming said of being part of the music scene.

“We’re all supportive of one another,” said Lee Ballard. “It’s a year-long process,” Ballard said. “We do a really good job.”
Red Taylor Swift

Music: Taylor Swift

By Maggie McIntyre

Taylor Swift's fourth studio album, 'Red,' has been on the charts and trending since its release and it’s easy to see why. It’s a good match to the artist's previous albums, yet it contains some new elements of sound.

The album opens with the title track, which sets the tone for the album. Swift's vocals are powerful and emotional, and the song features a country rock sound.

The second track, 'We Are Never Ever Getting Back Together,' features a catchy chorus and a sweet melody. Swift's vocals are strong and confident, and the song is a fun and upbeat dance track.

Another standout track is 'I Knew You Were Trouble,' which features a fast-paced beat and a catchy chorus. The song is a great example of Swift's ability to write pop songs with depth and meaning.

'22' is a slow and emotional ballad that features Swift's powerful vocals. The song is a beautiful tribute to the artist's love for her fiancé, and it's a great example of Swift's ability to write intimate and heartfelt songs.

Overall, 'Red' is a great album that features some of Swift's best songs yet. It's a must-listen for fans of the artist and anyone who appreciates a good pop album.
**BIZNESS DIRECTORY**

**Jackson Cleaning Service**
Call us at 231-3649

**Residential Cleaning**
**Getting Your Home Ready For the Market**

**Windows**
**Carpet Cleaning**

**Deep Cleaning**
**Commercial Cleaning**

---

**Therapeutic Massage**
Mary Dengler, RMT, IA Lic # 00477
208 5th Street
232-9474 or 1-800-705-6667

By Appt Only

“All work done by the body’s needs.”

New clients always welcome.

**Massage Types**

- Full body or specific area
- Deep tissue
- Swedish massage
- Energy work
- Chronic problems

---

**Help Wanted:**

University Community Child Care is looking for assistant teachers to work with school age children in before school program. Eligibility for college work study program a plus. For application information email univcc@iastate.edu or stop by the office at 100 University Village on the corner of Stange Rd & Bruner Drive.

---

**Looking for a Place to Live?**

Beautifully furnished, NO ADDITIONAL COST.

- Spacious rooms
- Walk-in closets
- Full size washer & dryer in EVERY UNIT
- Private entrances
- Tanning beds
- Coffee bar

LOOK NO FURTHER – RESERVE YOUR SPOT TODAY!

---

**Help Wanted:**

South Hamilton CSD is taking applications for the following coaching positions:

- 9th Grade Girls Basketball Coach
- Assistant Varsity Wrestling Coach
- Assistant High School Baseball Coach

Qualifications would include high integrity, knowledge of proper fundamentals, and strong work ethic. Applicants must be cleared for a valid coaching endorsement.

---

**Stolen MacBook CO2J22H8DKQ2 (serial number)**

Return my laptop to lost & found immediately. The police are tracking you down and you will be arrested for felony. Please don’t be stupid and risk going to prison for this. Return to lost & found in Parks library. If you return it by the end of next week I will not press charges.

---

**Bartending!**

Bartending! $250/day potential. No experience necessary. Training provided. 1-800-965-6520 ext 161.

---

**StudentPayouts.com**

Paid survey takers needed in Ames. 100% free to join! Click on Surveys.

---

Greetings! I am in need of a part-time babysitter for 3-4 children. Applicant must be willing to be fingerprinted and be CPR/first aid certified. I have three adorable girls ages 8, 6, 2 1/2, and one on the way. Do you have a great personality and want to make some money? Stop by 1115th St. or call 515-233-5445.

---

**Auto Techs - LOF-Xpress Oil Change**


---

**Stolen MacBook CO2J22H8DKQ2 (serial number)**

Return my laptop to lost & found immediately. The police are tracking you down and you will be arrested for felony. Please don’t be stupid and risk going to prison for this. Return to lost & found in Parks library. If you return it by the end of next week I will not press charges.

---

**JANUARYMOMENTS**

Recently married my partner to last Saturday. The two of us652.4155 in January

**FebruaryMOMENTS**

We are looking for a reliable person to work part-time in our Detail Department. Must have good driving record. Pre-employment drug screen required. Apply in person to:

David Rodriguez
2212 S Duff Ave
Ames, IA 50010
• 9th Grade Girls Basketball Coach
• Assistant Varsity Wrestling Coach
• Assistant High School Baseball Coach

South Hamilton CSD is taking applications for the following coaching positions:

Qualifications would include high integrity, knowledge of proper fundamentals, and strong work ethic. Applicants must be cleared for a valid coaching endorsement.
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**Stolen MacBook CO2J22H8DKQ2 (serial number)**
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**Bartending!**

Bartending! $250/day potential. No experience necessary. Training provided. 1-800-965-6520 ext 161.
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Paid survey takers needed in Ames. 100% free to join! Click on Surveys.
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classified ad

A Step Above The Rest!
Sign today for August 2013

University Towers
515.292.2336
www.universitytowersames.com
rent@universitytowersames.com

Efficiencies, 1, 2, & 3 BR available in January

HUD
Publisher’s Notice

All real estate advertising in this newspaper is subject to the Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as amended which makes it illegal to advertise “any preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, family status or national origin, or an intention to make any such preference, limitation or discrimination.”

This newspaper will not knowingly accept any advertisement for real estate which is a violation of the law. Our readers are hereby informed that all dwellings advertised in this newspaper are available on an equal opportunity basis. To complain of discrimination, call HUD toll free at 1-800-424-8590.

Des Moines Better Business Bureau recommends all its readers carefully examine any offer of a job opportunity or service that sounds too good to be true; chances are it is. Before investing any money, please contact the Des Moines Better Business Bureau at 515-243-8137.

It’s better out west!
Free Internet, Cable, washer & dryer, and Ames Racquet & Fitness Membership!
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Des Moines Better Business Bureau recommends all its readers carefully examine any offer of a job opportunity or service that sounds too good to be true; chances are it is. Before investing any money, please contact the Des Moines Better Business Bureau at 515-243-8137.
Fun & Games
Unplug, decompress and relax...

Fun Facts

Giving a “thumps up” also represents the American Sign Language symbol for the number “30.”

Iron Eyes Cody, the crying Native American in the famous anti-pollution TV commercial, was actually an Italian-American named Oscar DeCorti.

Mitt Romney’s first name is Willard. When he ran for Governor of Massachusetts in 2002, one of his campaign slogans was “Mitt Happens.”

As the name implies, a gauntlet is a mohawk about the size of a school bus. But that’s not the scary part. Besides being 2-ton, bus-size behemoths with beak-like mouths that can cut through steel cable, they also happen to be carnivorous.

The male giraffe determines a female’s fertility by tasting her urine. If it tastes good, she’s fertile.

Behemoths with beak-like mouths that can cut through steel cable, they have been known to break through gates to get at the cows in farmers’ fields.

In the early days of fire fighting, the Dalmatian served an important purpose. They not only made good watchdogs, they also formed very close bonds with the station horses and kept them company.

The familiar piano tune we know as “Chopsticks” was written by a 16-year-old girl in 1877 and was published as “The Celebrated Chop Waltz.”

Happens.”

The grand concert one has 47--Oscar DeCorti.
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Advertisement

**SPOOKTACULAR savings at Hy-Vee®**

10/24 - 10/30

- **Butter Kernel Vegetables**
  - select varieties
  - 14.5 or 15 oz. cans
  - $0.44

- **Farmland Pork Sausage**
  - select varieties
  - 12 oz links or 16 oz roll
  - $0.99

- **Hy-Vee Orange Juice**
  - from concentrate regular or with calcium
  - 16 oz
  - $0.99

- **Dole Iceberg Lettuce**
  - each
  - $0.69

- **Hy-Vee Fresh Whole Frying Chicken**
  - 100% natural
  - $1.28/lb

- **Prego Pasta Sauce**
  - select varieties
  - 23.5 to 24 oz
  - $3.99

- **Mars Fun Size Candy Bars**
  - select varieties
  - 17 to 17.5 oz
  - 2/$5

- **Halloween Cut Out Cookies or Decorated Cupcakes, Bakery Fresh**
  - 6 ct.
  - $3.99

- **Busch or Busch Light**
  - 24 pack 12 fl. oz cans
  - $14.99

**Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mountain Dew products**

- **2/10 with coupon!**
- **2/12 without coupon**

**Hy-Vee Lay’s Potato Chips**

- **3/6 with coupon!**
- **10 or 16.5 oz**
- **select varieties**
- **exp: 10/30 Ames Hyve Only**

**LU# 15960**

**LU# 15950**

- **west lincoln way**
  - 3605 West Lincoln Way
  - 232-5543

- **lincoln center**
  - 6451 Lincoln Way
  - 233-1961

**open 24 hours a day | 7 days a week | two convenient locations**